
PODCASTS 
FOR PR



Every brand wants to get in front of a growing, engaged and 
impressionable audience. That’s exactly why social media has been a 
marcomm priority for years. It’s also why marketers are continually looking 
for new channels that enable them to connect and engage with audiences. 
Enter the podcast. With more than 850,000 podcasts, 30 million episodes 
and countless hours of production, there’s an entire universe of content 
sitting at our fingertips. And with more people having smart phones in 
their pockets and smart speakers in their homes, the consumption of 
podcasts will continue to rise.  

 

The podcast is now a household name. Three out of four Americans are familiar with the 

term “podcasting.” According to Podcast Insights, more than 50% of the U.S. population 

have listened to a podcast, and around 68 million people – or 25% – listen weekly. Over the 

last several years, listener numbers have exploded – and they continue to grow. 2021 podcast 

listenership is expected to increase 16.5% compared to 2020, while advertising revenue is 

expected to surge 44.9% to more than $1B.  With listenership and investment growing, 

podcasts are too big to ignore.  

In case you're not familiar, a podcast is a digital audio file, usually consisting of an 

episodic series. They’re on-demand, downloadable and free. From news and education to 

entertainment and true crime, there’s something for everyone. They’re easy to create and 

anyone can record one using their mobile phone. Most importantly, podcasts provide brands 

an opportunity to connect with new, relevant and engaged audiences.  Savvy PR teams 

should have a well-developed podcast communications strategy. So how do you get started? 

Continue reading to learn how to: 

 

 ● Layer podcasts into your media relations strategy 

 ● Launch your own podcast 

 ● Track brand mentions across thousands of podcasts

https://www.podcastinsights.com/podcast-statistics/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/786826/podcast-listeners-in-the-us/#:~:text=In%202018%2C%20the%20number%20of,2023%20pegged%20at%2017%20percent.
https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-podcast-ad-spending-surpass-1-billion-next-year


3 Ways to Unleash the Power of Podcasting 

GUESTING
IN A PODCAST

Podcasts are transforming the ways people listen to audio content, just as 

on-demand video is changing how people watch television. It's fantastic to see 

how UK radio broadcasters as well as newspapers and other media companies 

are embracing podcasting and offering more choice about what we listen to than 

we’ve ever had before.

Ian Macrae, Ofcom's Director of Market Intelligence

As a growing platform, the power of podcasts 

for PR is becoming more evident. It’s a modern 

and effective way to share your brand message 

and establish being a thought leader in your 

field. If your goal is to increase your exposure, 

grow your following and connect to audiences 

in a meaningful way, being a guest on targeted 

podcasts should be one of your top of their PR 

objectives.  

You don’t have to have your own show to build or 

enhance a successful brand. Appearing as a guest 

on numerous podcasts suggests you are a trusted 

source and provider of quality information to 

listeners. Your message and expertise are valuable 

enough to have been chosen by a host to feature 

on their show. And more likely than not, listeners 

have already invested and put their trust in that 

host. 

Targeting the right shows is crucial. To guest on 

a podcast, you’ll need to demonstrate how you 

will add value to that specific audience, rather 

than promoting your product or service. Be sure 

to do your research by listening to podcasts and 

creating a list of potential shows that relate to 

your brand. The shows you decide to pitch should 

speak about your subject area. For example, if 

you own a fitness business and have knowledge 

of exercise and diet, pitch yourself to guest on a 

podcast that provides health advice, hosted by an 

established doctor or other qualified professional. 

TOP TIP:
Podcasts are about storytelling and teaching as opposed to selling, so 

you can forget getting chosen to be a guest if your pitch is too "salesy".
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https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/features-and-news/rise-of-podcasts


 STARTING
YOUR OWN PODCAST

Podcast popularity has boomed in recent years thanks to accessible, high-quality content at the click 

of a button. As podcasts offer big opportunities to stand out from the crowd at relatively small costs, PR 

pros are already trying their hand at podcast production and reaping the rewards.  

Before producing an episode, comms pros need to create goals for starting a podcast. Is it to position 

yourself as a thought leader in your niche? Or maybe it’s to show some creativity? There are many ways 

to implement a podcast into your PR strategy. Bengo Media says that there are three different types of 

"branded podcast". 

Pre-production

• Plan the content and subject matter you want to dive into. Remember that podcasts can be 

downloaded at any time (often years) after the publish date, so make sure your content is as 

evergreen as it can be.

• Be detail orientated. Research thoroughly and pull out facts that can steer the conversation. 

• Book an expert guest to add more depth and insight to your show. Your guest will certainly do some 

promotion and may add the podcast link to their own website. 

• Include the podcast promotion in your existing marketing/PR strategy by partnering with the media 

and pushing it out to popular channels, social media outlets, press releases and blogs.

Production 

• Start by choosing a podcast hosting provider such as Podbean or Libsyn. These companies provide 

audio hosting and an RSS feed for your podcast. 

The first concentrates on creating a 

space to show off expertise in a topic 

or industry. For example, Tinder started 

a dating show podcast named "DTR 

(Define the Relationship)" that dives 

deep into aspects of dating in an 

internet-obsessed world.

The second looks to align the topic 

with company values, rather than 

expertise. "TGIM (Thank God It’s 

Monday)" by Shopify tells inspirational 

stories of people harnessing their 

passion to build incredible businesses. 

These entrepreneurs follow the same 

enthusiastic “Let’s get the week 

started!” view as the Shopify brand. 

The third is experimental and uses 

storytelling in order to build brand 

affinity. McDonalds produced "The 

Sauce," a podcast that follows a PR 

nightmare after the brand axed 

Szechuan sauce. It investigates what 

went wrong in a creative way, spoofing 

the popular mystery genre. 
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https://www.bengomedia.com/the-pr-power-of-the-podcast/
https://www.cision.com/us/blogs/2019/08/5-basic-tips-on-how-to-podcast/
https://podcasts.apple.com/tr/podcast/dtr-the-official-tinder-podcast/id1183123750
https://podcasts.apple.com/tr/podcast/dtr-the-official-tinder-podcast/id1183123750
https://www.shopify.co.uk/blog/business-podcasts
https://www.shopify.co.uk/blog/business-podcasts
https://podtail.com/en/podcast/the-sauce/
https://podtail.com/en/podcast/the-sauce/


• Soundproof the room and set up your equipment. Investing in premium microphones and 

headphones will ensure high sound quality. Poorly produced podcasts won't attract a large audience 

as regular podcast listeners are used to high quality. 

• Record the show. Introduce your topic and the speakers before conducting an interview with them. 

The episode should take approximately 30 minutes to one hour. Wrap it up with a thank you and 

call to action like subscribing to the show or visiting your website. You can even be on your own 

sponsor's podcast and spend a short time mentioning your product or service and your guest's site 

and social channels. 

• Edit the recording using audio editing software. Aim for a polished end-product by trimming the file 

and removing any unwanted sounds and silences. 

MONITORING
PODCASTS

As one of the fastest growing types of media of today, podcasts are beginning to be monitored in much 

more depth. Communicators can identify mentions of their brand, competitors, products and people 

across a network of the world’s most popular podcasts. 

Gone are the days of targeting podcasts based on reviews and ratings. Cision, for instance, recently 

launched tools that enables PR pros to find influencers and outlets positioned as brand advocates 

or who are covering key topics and themes. Communicators can use the information they glean 

from podcasts for future campaigns or to find guests on the most effective podcasts. Monitoring the 

competition also means keeping an eye on their involvement in the conversation. 

PODCAST MONITORING NOW AVAILABLE IN 
NEXT GEN CISION COMMUNICATIONS CLOUD™ 
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UNLOCKING YOUR POTENTIAL
Request a demo now to learn how to monitor your broadcast 
media and build better relationships with influencers who matter.

Ready to Take the Next Step?
If you’ve pitched your story, brand or product to a host, or you’ve managed to guest on a podcast, 

you can understand the full reach of your coverage and track the show’s listenership, much like 

in radio. Tie it into a wider PR strategy by monitoring podcast mentions and keywords derived 

from other comms efforts such as press releases or published media articles. Having all broadcast 

information in a holistic view on the Cision platform means that comms pros can easily align 

podcast monitoring with print, online and social channels and subsequently see how well an 

integrated PR strategy is performing.

https://www.cision.com/us/request-demo/
https://www.cision.com/us/request-demo/
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